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Alaska Natural Resources Sustainability Field Seminar 

Objects 

This seminar prepares future global leaders as academic researchers, agency professionals 

and analysts of nongovernmental organizations and communities in the world for 

studying fundamental sustainability science on natural resources and environment. 

Examines principles of sustained yield, carrying capacity, supply and demand as applied 

to agriculture, range, forest, wildlife, fisheries, recreation, minerals and energy 

management. A wild range of perspectives is presented to help students develop a 

personal philosophy toward natural resources. 

Contents 

1. What is the natural resources?

2. Sustainability of natural ecosystem in Alaska

3. History and culture in Alaska

4. Group meeting and discussion: students of UAF and HU

5. Educational excursion for the Denali National Park
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Day Time Subject Leader Location Objective

14:05-16:52 [AS117] Seattle, US→Fairbanks, US Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao

17:00 Pick up DWV & MM FAI

8th Aug 10:00-16:00 Orientation and Introduction DWV & International Office UAF ONL305

Introduction, orientation, presentation about

exchange program, introduction to Alaska

(history, economy, land ownership and

management, climate and geography)

8:00-8:30 UAF -> Bonanza Creek Experimental Forest DWV & MM

8:30-12:30 Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling Dr. Glenn Juday & MM Field site
Forest regeneration, long-term ecological

research

12:30-13:30 Lunch DWV & MM Bluff

13:30-16:00 Field lecture 2: Field sampling Dr. David Valentine Field site Soil sampling, frost probing

16:00-16:30 Site -> UAF DWV & MM

9:00-10:30
Lecture 1: Aurora&sustainability of global

ecosystem

Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr.

Akasofu
UAF IARC

10:30-11:00 UAF -> Pipeline

11:00-11:30 Field lecture 3: Pipeline Pipeline Overview of oil industry and pipeline

11:30-12:30 Lunch Pedro

12:30-13:00 Pedro Memorial site -> Poker Flats

13:00-13:30 Field lecture 4: Gold mining Gold Dredge Overview of gold mining and processing

13:30:14:00 Gold dredge -> Poker Flats

14:00-15:30 Field lecture 5: Aurora science, Wildland fire David Hill
Poker Flats

Rocket

Range

Overview of rocket range and scientific

research of aurora, as well as example of

post-fire succession

15:30-16:00 Poker Flats -> UAF DWV & MM Overview of permafrost

9:00-10:30 Lecture 2: Fishery Dr. Keith Criddle UAF ONL305 Overview of Alaska Fisheries Management.

10:30-12:00 Lecture 3: Permafrost Dr. Vladimir Romanovsky UAF ONL305 Overview of Permafrost.

12:00-13:20 Lunch UAF ONL305

13:00-13:30 UAF -> Permafrost Tunnel

13:30-15:00 Field Lecture 6: Permafrost Tunnel Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa
Permafrost

Tunnel
Overview of Permafrost.

15:00-15:30 Permafrost Tunnel -> Doyon DWV & MM

15:30-16:30 Lecture 4: Native regional corporations Sarah Obed Doyon Ltd.

Overview of ANCSA, the Native Regional

Corporations and their dual missions, and

of what Doyon itself does

7:30-9:30 AHRB parking lot -> Denali

10:00-18:00 Denali National Park (Eielson Visitor Center)

18:00-20:30 Denali -> Trapper Creek

10:00-13:00 Denali Chino Nature Center Toru Chino

13:00-20:00 Trapper Creek -> Fairbanks

12:30-13:00 AHRB parking lot -> Northland Wood Products DWV & MM

13:00-14:30 Filed lecture 7: Timber use Alan Menaker
Northland

Wood

Presentation of how one small business

logs, processes, and sells wood products

14:30-15:00 NWP -> UAF DWV & MM

15:00-16:30 Lecture 5: Biomass energy Art Nash UAF ONL305 Wood biomass energy

16:30-17:30 Grocery Shopping DWV & MM Fred Meyer

8:30-10:00 Lecture 6: Sustainability UAF ONL305

10:00-11:00 Filed lecture 8: Melting permafrost (thermokarst)
Bicycle

bumps

11:00-12:00 Filed lecture 9: Changing boreal forest
Exotic tree

plantation

12:00-13:00 Lunch DWV & MM T-field If raining, lunch at UAF ONL305

13:00-14:00 Field lecture 10: Birch plantation T-field Overview of non-timber forest products

14:30-15:30 Lecture 7: Birch syrup
Lola Tilly

Kitchen

8:30-9:30 Lecture 8: Wildlife Management Dr. David Valentine UAF ONL305

9:45-10:00 AHRB parking lot -> LARS

10:00-11:00 Field lecture 11: Alaska livestock LARS

11:00-12:00 Field lecture 12: Alaska livestock
Experimental

Farm

12:00-13:00 Lunch UAF GBG

13:00-14:00 Field lecture 13: Agriculture/Peony Dr. Mingchu Zhang UAF GBG Overview of agriculture in Interior Alaska

14:30-16:00 Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture Sean Asiqłuq Topkok UAF ONL305

8:30-12:00
Lecture 10: Sustainability Earth under the Sixth

Extinction Age
Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao UAF ONL305

13:00-15:00 Lecture 11: Student Presentation Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao UAF ONL305

15:00-17:00 Field lecture 14: Museum of the North DWV & MM UAF Museum

17:30-19:30 Closing ceremony DWV & MM UAF GBG

4:30 UAF -> FIA DWV & MM FIA

6:20-10:51 [AS126] Fairbanks, US→Seattle, US Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao

DWV: Dr. David Valentine, MM: Dr. Miho Morimoto

14th Aug

2017 Alaska Natural Resources Sustainability Field Seminar

7th Aug

9th Aug

10th Aug

DWV & MM

Denali

National Park

11th Aug

DWV & MM

12th Aug DWV & MM

13th Aug

18th Aug

15th Aug

Dr. David Valentine

Dr. Jan Dawe

16th Aug Dr. Milan Shipka

17th Aug
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Main Lecturers from the University of Alaska Fairbanks 

and the Hokkaido University 

Dr. David Valentine is a professor of forest soils. His broad research interest is in ecosystem 

ecology, biogeochemistry, and element cycling in northern ecosystems. His past research focused 

on the role of soils in forests, grasslands, and wetlands in generating or consuming trace gasses, 

especially carbon dioxide and methane, that influence Earth’s climate. His recent research has 

focused on the effects of wildfire and moisture stress on soil respiration and carbon balance. 

Dr. Miho Morimoto is a postdoctoral fellow of forest resources management. She was 

graduated from Hokkaido University for her BD and MD, and once studied as an exchange 

student at the University of Alaska Fairbanks during her master and doctor courses. Her research 

interests are forestry, Landscape ecology, climate change, forest regeneration and disturbance. 

Dr. Glenn Juday is a professor of forest ecology at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. His 

research interests are tree-ring studies, climate change assessment, biodiversity under forest 

management systems, climate change and forest growth, sustainable boreal forest production, 

forest disturbance from insect outbreaks, forest regeneration under management, long-term 

environmental monitoring, old-growth forest ecology, natural controls of biodiversity, wildrness 

and natural area management, forest development and ecosystem life history. 

Dr. Syun-Ichi Akasofu is a professor of physics and founding director emeritus. He is known 

as an expert in the aurora sciences. He has a wide interest in all aspects of the solar-terrestrial 

relationship, including climate change; He served as founding director of the International Arctic 

Research Center (IARC) until his retirement in 2007. He was the recipient of the University of 

Alaska Edith R. Bullock Prize in 1977 and the Alaskan of the Year Denali Award in 1999. Upon 

his retirement in 2007, the University of Alaska Board of Regents officially named the building 

in which IARC is housed the “Syun-Ichi Akasofu Building”. 

David Hill is a special projects at the Poker Flat Research Range in University, which the largest

land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-latitude rocket range in the United 

States.  

Dr. Keith Criddle is a professor of marine policy, Fisheries Division at University of Alaska 

Fairbanks. His current research projects are the Towards a bioeconomic harvest control rule for 

groundfish fisheries (PCCRC), the Alternative visions for fisheries governance – the rights of 
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individuals versus the interests of communities (PCCRC), and so on. 

Dr. Vladimir Romanovsky is a professor of geophysics. He is interested in the scientific and 

practical aspects of environmental and engineering problems involving ice and permafrost. These 

include problems in the areas of soil physics, thermodynamics, heat and mass flow, and growth 

and decay processes that are associated with permafrost, subsea permafrost, seasonally frozen 

ground, and seasonal snow cover. 

Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa is a professor of water resources, at the Water and Environmental 

Research Center, Institute of Northern Engineering in the University of Alaska Fairbanks. He is 

actively engaged in geophysical, geothermal, hydrologic and permafrost research throughout 

Alaska. He got the PhD from Graduate School of Environmental Science, Hokkaido University. 

Sarah Obed, vice president of external affairs, is responsible for representing Doyon Limited 

on a wide range of matters before federal, state and local governments. She is also responsible for 

reviewing and analyzing legislative issues that may impact Doyon’s business. 

Toru Chino is President of Pacific Rim Services. He is also an ambassador of Hokkaido 

University. He is living at Trapper Creek, Alaska. 

Allen Menaker is President of Northland Wood, which has been Alaska’s local lumber industry 

for over 50 years.  

Dr. Art Nash is an energy specialist and a professor of energy, University of Alaska Fairbanks. 

Dr. Jan Dawe is an assistant research professor of the School of Natural Resources and 

Extension Directory. Her research interests are birch trees and birch sap. 

Dr. Milan Shipka is Associate Director of the Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, 

and Agriculture and Horticulture Department Chair. His research interests are reproductive 

physiology and behavior of traditional and alternative ruminant species in the Alaska livestock 

industry, such as reindeer, muskoxen, and cattle. His current research programs are reproductive 

biology of reindeer and muskox and management of reproduction in theses species in farmed 

settings. 

Dr. Mingchu Zhang is a professor of Agronomy/Soil Sciences. His research interests are the 
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nutrient management, the soil organic matter, peony, forage and field crop production in subarctic 

area, waste management/composting and land reclamation. 

Dr. Sean Asiqluq Topkok is an assistant professor in School of Education. His interest include 

multicultural and Indigenous education, decolonization and Indigenist methods anadn 

methodologies, working with communities to help them document their cultural heritages, and 

community well-being.  

Dr. Lan Xiao is an assistant professor at the Institute for International Collaboration, Hokkaido 

University. Her research interests are social education and community education for socially 

disadvantaged people, such as unemployed, immigrants and the challenged.  

Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama is a professor at the Institute for International Collaboration, 

Hokkaido University. He specializes in marine ecosystem ecology, salmon biology, and 

sustainability sciences. 
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Student Reports 

Student participants from Hokkaido University 

No. Name Faculty Grade NC 

1 Shingo Takeuchi Agriculture 3 no 

2 Wakana Hayashi Agriculture 3 no 

3 Nana Kataoka Agriculure 3 yes 

4 Syunki Baba Agriculture 2 no 

5 Masato Koyama Agriculture 3 yes 

6 Rina Kuribara Agriculture 3 yes 

7 Kei Isono Engineering 3 yes 

8 Fumiya Miyano Medicine 5 no 
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Special Program  

University of Alaska Fairbanks 

Alaska Natural Resources Sustainability 

8/8/2017 - 8/17/2017 

Shingo Takeuchi 

Department of Forest Science, Faculty of Agriculture 

Hokkaido University 

(Caribou, Denali National Park) 
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1. Lecture 

(8/8) 

Orientation and Introduction 

 In this lecture, I learned information about Alaska, like vegetation, climate, forest fire, and permafrost.  

 I was surprised that only 6 tree species (White spruce, Black spruce, Aspen, Paper birch, Populus, and 

Tamarack) originally grow in Alaska. It is easy to memorize Alaska’s tree species. Hokkaido has much more 

tree species.  

 Boreal forest is largest biome on the earth. This covers 17% of earth’s land surface. It is important in terms of 

carbon storage. Boreal forest stores nearly half the carbon of all global forest ecosystems. Therefore, 

conserving boreal forests in necessary.  

 Forest fire is unfamiliar to me, because forest fire isn’t occurred so frequently in Japan. I was impressive the 

sentence “Ecosystem starts from forest fire”. I could learn the relationship between Alaska and forest fire. 

However, the number of forest fire has been increasing recently, and the damage of forest fire was worse than 

ever.  

 

 

(8/9) 

Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling 

Field lecture 2: Field sampling 

Dr. Glenn Juday lectured to us the method to research on the forestry science such as how to measure height 

and diameter of tree. 

Dr. David Valentine lectured to us about the agrology of mountain in Alaska. The mountain is consisted of 

loess. The loess was originated from the Tanana River, and formed by wind over a long time. From the 

mountain, we could see Black spruce growing nearby the river, on the other hand, White spruce grow apart 

from the river. Also, I could learn the elements of soil production based on climate change, organism, 

topography and time.  

We saw a glass land which moose use for the bed. Habitat of moose is related to wild fire. After wild fire, 

there are small trees. Moose want to feed those trees. Therefore, moose tend to live places after wild fire. 

 

 

(8/10) 

Lecture 1: Aurora & sustainability of global ecosystem 

Dr. Shunichi Akasofu lectured to us about the Aurora science and the global warming. Dr. Akasofu is an 

authoritative scientist of the Aurora science. I was looking forward to learning about the aurora, because I have 

never seen the aurora, and also never been lectured about it. We learned how the aurora occurred, and the latest 

research about aurora. 

When the solar wind comes to the earth and the solar causes discharge phenomenon, we can see the aurora. 

The color of aurora is related to type of chemical elements in the sky. When oxygen exists, we can see green 

colored aurora. When nitrogen exists, we can see pink colored aurora, so on. Using this characteristic of color, 

aurora scientists are researching planets. If we can see green colored aurora in another planet, we can say that 
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oxygen exist in the planet and some creatures may live there. 

Also, Dr. Akasofu is doubtful for the global warming. We learned his thoughts of opposite opinions to global 

warming. He said that this global warming is a small thing by considering long-time scale. Therefore, we 

should consider the ice age. After this lecture, I thought about the global warming from different aspects. 

Field Lecture 3: Pipeline 

Speaking personally, I felt that the pipeline was one 

of the most interesting things in Alaska. Construction of 

pipeline started in1974, and finished in 1977. Pipeline is 

across Alaska, north to south. Its length is about 800 

miles. Pipeline has developed Alaskan oil industry. 

Alaskan economy is supported by pipeline.  

However, there are some problems by constructing 

pipeline. For example, influence for permafrost and 

movements of animals. To solve these problems, there 

are characteristics. In some areas, the height of pipeline is apart from the ground. Therefore, heat of pipeline 

cannot be conducted to permafrost, and also, animals like caribou can go under pipeline. 

Field Lecture 4: Gold mining 

We saw the place where gold mining was conducted. In that place, there is a ship used for mining. The ship 

could do all the process to get gold. Gold was covered by silt. The ship can remove silt by flowing the water. 

Also, I was surprised that the ship was burned by campfire.  

After that, we visited the monument of the first gold mining discoverer in Fairbanks. His name is Felix 

Pedro. He discovered gold on July 22th, 1902. We can say that the development of gold mining in Fairbanks 

was attributed to his discovery 

Field Lecture 5: Aurora science, wild fire 

We visited Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR). The PFRR is part of the Geophysical Institute at the 

University of Alaska Fairbanks. The PFRR is located at the highest latitude rocket range in the United States of 

America. They launch scientific sounding rockets and perform satellite tracking. Sounding rockets are used to 

study the ionosphere, aurora, and the polar middle-upper atmosphere. Instrumentation throughout Alaska 

monitors magnetic storms, variations of ionosphere and other space disturbances in real time.  

(8/11) 

Lecture 2: Fishery 

Alaskan landings amount accounts for 60 percent of total USA landing amount. Moreover, Alaskan landings 

value accounts for 40 percent of  total USA landing value. Therefore, Alaska has an important role in the 

USA fishery. 

In this lecture, we could learn species of Alaskan fishies, like Salmon, Walleye Pollock, Halibut, and Sable 

Pipeline 
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fish. Each species have different volume and value. Also we learned ways to catch fish. 

There are some problems in the Alaskan fishery. It is a valance between fishery and oil industry. Developing 

oil industry has some negative influence to marine ecosystems. We have to consider this problem to maintain 

both industries. 

Lecture 3: Permafrost 

Definition of permafrost is “the temperature of materials is kept under 0℃ (32F) for over 2 years”. 

Permafrost is closely related to Alaskan nature and people lives. By thawing permafrost, a hole suddenly 

appear in the ground, houses may tilt and collapse, there are many bumps in roads. Therefore, we have to 

recognize location of permafrost when we construct something. 

Permafrost is also affected by global warming. Recent data shows that temperature of under ground is 

increasing. This tendency may cause much more thawing of permafrost than ever. Moreover, holes of 

permafrost emit gas like methane. Emission of methane promotes global warming. 

Field Lecture 6: Permafrost Tunnel 

I was interested in the history of permafrost tunnel construction. Constructing permafrost tunnel was related 

to the Cold War between USA and USSR. USA wanted to hide their weapons from the Soviet Union’s 

satellites. Therefore, USA constructed permafrost tunnel for hiding place. 

There are two types of ice in the permafrost. One is “Ice wedge”, the other is “Pond ice”. The layer of ice 

wedge and the layer of pond ice are piled up in permafrost. Dr. Kenji Yosikwa lectured to us how to classify 

types of ice. Some scientists collect a part of ice, and research that detail. This research may help “the plan of 

migration to the Mars”. 

Lecture 4: Native regional corporation 

The Doyon Limited is the native corporation constituted by Alaskan native people. They provide many 

services such as electric industries, oil industries, scholarship system, tourism, and so on, in Alaska. 

Their history and systems of shareholders are unique. The system is constructed for enhancing native 

people’s financial and social conditions continually. Also, they help to maintain their native culture to protect 

their indigenous land. In this lecture, I felt that the relationship of each native people was very strong. 

(8/12) 

Denali National Park 

I was looking forward to visiting the Denali National Park in this program. Fortunately, that day was sunny, 

so we can see beautiful views, and many animals, like grizzly bear, caribou, and grouse. All views and animals 

are magnificent and impressive. I want to visit there again in the future. 

One of my surprising things is that there are roads throughout in the park. Before visiting there, I imagined 

that the park more natural. I wondered that these constructions have some influence for animals’ lives. Many 

people from the world come to the park. It seems that this park contributes to development of Alaskan tourism 

industry.  
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(8/13) 

Denali Chino Nature Center (DCNC) 

Mr. & Mrs. Chino* invited us. They have lived in Alaska for about ten years. They get most electricity from 

solar and wind powers. They get water from rain, ricer, and mountain. We  stayed their house for one night. 

We helped them by chopping wood. I had an experience chopping wood by the ax before. However, this is the 

first time to chop wood by using the automatical machine. Staying their house was a good experience. 

Thorough staying there and talking with them, I was impressed that their motivation and power. 

*He is an ambassador of Hokkaido University in USA,

(8/14) 

Field Lecture 7: Timber use 

We visited the Northland Wood Products. In Hokkaido University, I learned the process of making timber. 

So, this was a good time to understand what I learned. They almost use white spruce. From woods, they 

produce timber, firewood, and wood chip. Wood meals are used for horse barns. Almost all of timbers Alaskan 

people use are imported from Canada. Even there are many forest in Alaska, Alaskan woods are more 

expensive than Canadian woods. I was surprised at this. 

Lecture 5: Biomass Energy 

Biomass energy is one of the eco-friendly ways to generate electricity energy. Biomass energy can generate 

electricity by burning natural resources like, wood chip, firewood, food waste, and oil waste. In this field, the 

unit is “BTU’s”. The high BTU’s is efficient. Moist woods’ BTU’s is lower than dry woods’. Therefore, using 

moist woods needs more costs. 

Woods’ BTU’s is lower than oil waste. And it seems that woods aren’t efficient. However, lumber from 

thinning isn’t so expensive. Using it may be able to reduce many costs. So, these days, biomass energy from 
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woods is focused on. 

 

 

(8/15) 

Lecture 6: Sustainability 

Sustainability is (1) Persistence of desirable features, (2) Maintenance of social-ecological interactions, (3) 

Equity across segments of society now and in the future. When we think about sustainability, there are many 

difficult questions. For example, “What do you want to sustain?”, “Does sustainability confer social justice?”, 

and “How do you deal with trade-offs?”.  

 Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs. (Brundtland Report 1987) 

People obtain many benefits from ecosystem services. These services can be divided to four services: (1) 

supporting services, (2) provisioning services, (3) regulating services, and (4) cultural services. These services 

are intertwined strongly. To think about “natural resources sustainability”, the most important thing is we have 

to sustain multiple services, not to focus on only one service. 

The keys to sustainability are (1) To reduce vulnerability, (2) To enhance adaptive capacity of the coupled 

system, (3) To foster resilience and transformability of the coupled system.  

 Each person has different opinions for trade-off (Which is more important?). Therefore, even if we consider 

trade-offs, it isn’t easy to solve problems.   

 

 

 

 

Field Lecture 8: Melting permafrost 

This lecture was conducted at the forest in UAF. This forest has an interesting history. The ground was flat at 

first. There is permafrost under the ground. After thawing permafrost, the ground became rough. Since then, 

trees have grown at rough ground. Therefore, we can see trees standing straight on the rough ground now. 

 

Field Lecture 9: Changing boreal forest 
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This lecture was conducted at the experimental forest in UAF. Not only Alaskan original tree species but 

also foreign tree species, many tree species are growing in the forest.  

By using experimental forest, scientists study what foreign species can grow in Alaska and what factors 

make trees grow in Alaska. Those factors are temperature, moisture, soil, and so on. If trees can grow, it means 

those trees are suitable for Alaskan factors.  

Alaska is located next to Canada. However, some Canadian original species can grow in Alaska, on the 

other hand, others can’t grow. This is related to those factors. Moreover, topography is also one of the factors. 

There are many mountains and rivers between Alaska and Canada. These are obstacles for trees to invade to 

Alaska from Canada. 

Field Lecture10: Birch plantation 

Lecture 7: Birch syrup 

We learned projects of “One Tree Alaska”. One Tree Alaska is an integrated research, education, and 

outreach program of UAF School of Natural Resources and Extension. I think that this program is a good way 

for many people, including children, to learn and experience activities in nature. The One Tree Alaska 

distributes maple trees to each family. These maple trees can produce maple syrup. This is one of regional 

contributions. 

(8/16) 

Lecture 8: Wildlife management 

Alaska’s area is huge, and its shoreline is about 54,400km. Its area and shoreline occupy most of USA. 

Moreover, national parks and wildlife refuges are 32% of the state. Therefore, wildlife management is 

necessary and important for Alaska and USA. 

Alaska Constitution, Article Ⅷ (Natural Resources) indicates “maximum use” consistent with the public 

interest, “maximum benefit”, “common use”, “sustained yield principle, subject to preferences among 

beneficial uses”.  

In the US, wild animals are owned by the state in trust for the public. Harvest animals (hunting, fishing) can 

occur only by licensed people. Wildlife ecology scientists study animal population dynamics; birth rates, death 

rates and causes, habitat for nesting, and so on. Nature and humans affect wildlife habitats, for example, 

temperature, moisture, fire, and logging. And, wildlife managements affect ecological and human factors to 

achieve desired objectives. 

Wildlife management is complex in terms of social and political challenges. For example, Federal vs. states 

laws and regulations. Hunting and wildlife viewing is important in the economic of Alaska’s wildlife. Revenue 

of wildlife viewing is larger than hunting. And, most revenue of wildlife viewing comes from non-residents. 

Therefore, our visiting Denali National Park also became revenue of wildlife viewing. 

Field Lecture 11: Alaska livestock 

We visited the UAF Experimental Farm. In that place, there were many muskox. This is the first time to see 

mus-kox. They make clothes of musk-ox wool. Those products are soft to touch, and very expensive. Some 
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products are exported to foreign countries, like UK. Alaskan original musk-ox already became an extinct 

species. Now, in Alaska, they breed musk-ox having come from Greenland. 

Field Lecture 12: Agriculture/Peony 

The Georgeson Botanical Garden has many flower species, including Alaskan original flowers and foreign 

flower species. They research what flowers can grow in Alaska. One of the differences from Japanese 

botanical garden is they grow many vegetables and fruits. This is related to the history of this garden. The 

name of this garden was named after Charles Christian Georgeson. His job was to determine if Alaska’s 

extreme environmental conditions could be farmed and, thus, sustain a human population. So, there are many 

vegetables and fruits in this garden. 

This garden also has barley. Barley is original crop and used for beer. On the other hand, recently, this 

garden started to grow wheat, because, they came to be able to grow wheat by the influence of global 

warming. Growth of plants is affected by disease, nutrients, weeds, cutting and, insects. In this garden, 

researchers monitor these factors in the process of growing plants. 

Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture 

In each area of Alaska, there are many Alaskan native cultures, like, languages, songs, dances, and clothing. 

It is said that language groups are divided to 21 groups. I impressed that these regional cultures are related to 

animals. We can see many illustrations of animals in their clothing. We can hear many animals’ roar in their 

songs. Alaska has many animals, so the relationship between Alaskan native people and animals is strong. 
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(8/17) 

Preparation for presentation, Presentation 

We gave a presentation about what we learned and were interested in in this program. I was interested in 

trade-off of Pipeline, so I talked about influences caused by constructing pipeline. Moreover, I wondered trade-

off in Hokkaido. Therefore, I compared Hokkaido to Alaska, by focusing on the construction of Hokkaido 

Shinkansen (bullet train). When I saw the plan of route of Hokkaido Shinaknsen, I thought Hokkaido 

Shinkansen would divide ecosystem between east and west. In the environmental assessment, the constructing 

company said, there was little influence to ecosystem. I was doubtful about this assessment. So, in my 

presentation, I supposed my opinion about the construction of Hokkaido Shinkansen should consider nature 

more carefully. 

 

Museum of the North in UAF 

We visited Museum of The North. It has many items related to lives of Alaska. The exhibitions are of wide 

range, for example, Alaskan native clothing, tools, and stuffing animals. All exhibitions were exciting to me. I 

was surprised at many pictures taken by Michio Hoshino were displayed. I know Mr. Hoshino took pictures in 

Alaska, and I saw many photo albums made by Mr. Hoshino. By visiting this museum, I could learn how Mr. 

Hoshino had influence to Alaskan people. 

 

 

2. Conclusion 

I was interested in trade-off between nature and human activities, so I applied to this program. I wanted to 

know how Alaskan people tried to solve this difficult question. I could have a great experience. Any lectures 

and field lectures were interesting. I could learn not only my specialty, but also non-specialty. I could get much 

knowledge. Thorough this program, I could lift up my motivation for learning my specialty and English. 

More than anything, I was satisfied with visiting Alaska. Alaska was one of countries I wanted to visit. I 

could see magnificent nature in the Denali National Park, and I also could see aurora. I was so impressed with 

these. 

I want to visit Alaska again in the future. 
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1. Introduction

 I participated in this program because I’m origiranally interested in Alaska and the contents of the lectures 

was connected with my field. I wanted to know about Alaska and what happens in there. 

We went to Alaska on 7th-18th Aug and took lectures at University of Alaska Fairebanks. We learned about the 

nature, culture and issues. Today, there are many environment problem all over the world. Through the 

lectures, we thought over “what is sustainability”. 

2．Lectures 

9th Aug 

Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling – Drs. Glenn Juday & Miho Morimoto 

We went to the forest where the forest fire broke out in 1983. The plots were located in the forest haven’t 

touched after the fire. The white spruses have dominated in there before the fire. In the plot, there are many 

birch trees. 

We measured the height, diameter of root, DBH, this year’s annual growth and condition of white spruce. 

The annual growth is the length form whorls to next whorls. Some trees were damaged by a squirrel or insects. 

Budworm in the previous year affect number of mortality by frequency of budworm occurrence and 

proportion of stems. Conifers are often examined because they are useful for us (example;building materials). 

The forest fire become extensive, so broadleaved trees are also damaged. In recent years, broadleaved trees are 

examined too. Moose sometimes relate with forest regeneration after forest fire. Seedlings can’t grow bacause 

moose eat top of them. 

It has been 30 years since this research has been started. The condition in the plot was better than where the 

logs carried out. I thought it connected with material cycle. 

Field lecture 2: Field sampling – Dr. David Valentine 

Trees have a lot of information. We extracted core of annual rings. The every width of annual ring was 

different. When the width of annual ring is wide, the tree grew well in that year. The sample would be uesd to 

guess what happened years ago examining the isotope or using a microscope. 

There are 5 factors that determine the property of soil. It is climate, organization, geology, element and time. 

Climate contains factors such as water, sunlight (temprature) and so on. The surface was litter layer, and under 

it was silt layer. Why was there silt on the hill? The silt have been blown from the river and piled up. The land 

below was wetland because there was permafrost under the ground. 

10th Aug 

Lecture 1: Aurora&sustainability of grobal ecosystem – Dr. Shun-Ichi Akasofu> 

 「オーロラ」という名前は、ローマ神話に登場する曙の女神の名からとったものである。上空

100km～500kmに出現する。オーロラは、太陽風が地球の大気に突入する際に発生するもので、同

時に電流や磁場が発生する。太陽風は、太陽表面の爆発風であり、2日間かけて地球に届く。太陽

がある限り、オーロラは 1年中出現しているということだ。ただ、それが微弱であると観測でき

ない。オーロラの色に種類があるのは、太陽風が大気圏に突入するときに衝突する気体原子の種

類によるものである。酸素であると緑、酸素と窒素だと赤、窒素だと紫になる。いわゆる、オー
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ロラは巨大なネオサインみたいなものである。赤色のものは、オーロラの中でも上の方に出現す

る珍しいオーロラである。オーロラは、木星や土星の極でも観測できる。 

地球温暖化について。ここ何年かで後退したアラスカの氷河の量は、予想をはるかに上回るも

のであった。確かに、氷河面積も減っているし、世界の平均気温がここ 100年で約 0.5℃上昇して

いるのは事実だ。だが、これから気温がずっと上昇することについては、赤祖父教授は疑問を持

っていた。地球温暖化を考えるには、原因として人為的な活動を挙げる前に、地球史を見たとき

の自然変動を考える必要があると教授は考えている。 

 

Field lecture 3: Pipeline – Drs. David Valentine & Miho Morimoto 

The pipeline is extended from Prudhoe Bay (the northern 

shore) to Valdez (near Anchorage). The length is 1284km. The 

southern part is under the ground, but northern part is over the 

ground. The reason is that in the northern area there is 

permafrost under the ground. The pipeline expands in the 

summer and contracts in the winter with temprature, so it was 

constructed zigzag, and the part of rests is movable. They 

work as a eathquake-resistant function. The rest is set few meters high from ground so that moose can cross 

under the pipe. There are cleaning function called “pig” in the pipe. Oil at high temprature runs in it, so there 

are plates for heat radiation. Many people visit there. Pipeline is important for Alaskan’s economy. 

 

Fild lecture 4: : Gold mining – Drs. David Valentine & Miho Morimoto 

On July 1902, Felix Pedro discovered a large gold mine in Tanana area, Fairbanks. Many people mined gold.  

 We want the former site of gold mining. On the hill, there was much of bedrock. There was a big machine to 

mine. The machine could separate gold from bedrock. People did exploratory drilling first, if there was gold, 

they blew silt away and mined. 

 

 

Field lecture 5: Aurora science, wildland fire – Dr. David Hill 

 We went to Poker Flat. It is the largest land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-

latitude rocket range in the United States. There were some facilities to launch the rockets. We made a tour of 

research range, and visited operations and office building such as a launch-control blockhouse complex, a 

(took at Permafrost Tunnel house) 

 bedrock 
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payload assembly building  and so on. They have five launch pads. I wanted to see the rockets launched. 

 

11th Aug 

Lecture 2: Fishery – Dr. Keith Criddle 

Alaska has many natural resources. Marine resources are also. In Alaska, we can get cod, herring, salmon, 

halibut, shrimp, crab, sea cucumber and so on. Herring is important as bait. Walleye pollack or salmon occupy 

the highest catch of fish. There are manny types of fishing boat to catch different fish and shellfish. 

The environment is changing. More carbon dioxide dissolves in the sea water. It causes change of pH in the 

sea, and the change gives damage to shellfish’s forming the shell. 

We have to be carefull with overfishing. Whose fish? It’s depends on the stage of the production.  

 

Lecture 3: Permafrost – Dr. Vladimir Romanovsky 

Permafrost is the soil which the temprature is 0℃ or less and it continue for 2 years or more. Permafrost 

depends on the climate. There are two kinds of permafrost, continuous permafrost and discontinuous 

permafrost. In Fairbanks, the permafrost is discontinuous. The average of its depth is 150m. Discontinuous 

permafrost also exists on Mt.Fuji.  

 

 

 Subsidence is caused by thaw of permafrost. It is permafrost that causes roughness of road.  

 

Field lecture 6: Permafrost Tunnel – Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa 

永久凍土を地中から見られる、永久凍土トンネルに行った。トンネルの掘削が開始されたのは

1963年、ちょうどキューバ危機の頃にあたる。当時、人工衛星が発達してきたため、軍事行動を

監視されないようにトンネルのような隠れ場所が必要となった。不透水層であるため、永久凍土

層が注目されたのである。トンネルをいかに早く掘れるか、クリープ速度はどのくらいかの調査

が行われた。 

トンネルの中は－5度に保っているので、とても寒かった。また、土埃がすごく、これは析出氷

が昇華して土だけになってしまったためである。約 12,000年前の層には、マストドンの骨が露出

しており、植物の根が多く見られた。一方、3,000～4,000年前の層には、あまり根は見られなかっ

た。 

Ice Wedgeは、気温の低下により、地表面にポリゴンというサッカーボールの模様みたいに隙間

ができ、そこに水分が入り込み凍ることによってできる。Ice Wedgeには、何回にも渡って凍った
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ことを示す縦筋が見られた。また、先がとがっているのも特徴である。他の氷の種類に Pond 

Wedgeというのがあるが、それはかつてそこが地表面だったことを表している。析出氷は、永久

凍土形成時に水の粒が一緒に凍ったものである。 

Lecture 4: Native regional corporations – Jamie Molner & Sara Obed 

We went to Doyon Limited. Its mission is “To continually enhance our position as a financially strong 

Native corporation in order to promote the economic and social well-being of our shareholders and future 

shareholders, to strengthen our Native way of life, and to protect and enhance our land and resources.” They 

set stocks to distribute the money to the natives. Doyon has 12.5 million acres of the Alaskan Interior. 

On the first floor, they showed traditional tools of the natives. Some of them were mede of born of moose, 

others were made of salmon skin. I thought it was similar to Ainu’s tools. 

12th~13th Aug: Denali National Park and Denali Chino Nature Center (3.Visited place) 

14th Aug 

Field lecture 7: Timber use – Alan Menaker 

Northland Wood is a largest sawmill in Alaska. But its size wasn’t enough to say big. In Alaska, trees logged 

are only 1% of forest. In addition, imported woods from Canada are cheaper. There was a heap of firewood, 

most of it was white spruce. Lumbering is done by measuring the size and programing, and they use machines 

to cut logs. They are dried naturally. Rubbish are to be mat for domestic animals. They fully use the log. 

Lecture 5: Biomass energy – Dr. Art Nash 

BTU’s is an unit of the calorific value, and mainly used in USA. It is’t accordance with the metric system. 

1BTU equals to the calorific value to rise the temprature of 1 pound of water from 60.5°F to 61.5°F under the 

standard atmospheric pressure. 

We can get heat and electricity by burning woods. Reacent year, people use not only spruce but also birch 

for fuel. As I wrote in Field lecture 1, broadleaved trees also burned in forest fire. They use the trees growing 

local area. When we burn fossil fuels or trees, carbon dioxide is emitted. While fossil fuels are only bured, trees 

grow again at the place. But we need to consider the amount of emission of carbon dioxide from cars carrying 

logs out. It’s a present task. 

15th Aug 

Lecture 6: Sustainability – Dr. David Valentine 
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This is the main theme in this program. What is sustainability? What we want to sustain, social justice, 

tradeoffs, time scale, there are some other difficult questions. We have the big issues ; many poople have 

inadequate resources, declining capacity to provide resources, rising expectations. We are in the middle of the 

sixth extinction. We tend to have one-sided idea considering provisioning service. Supporting service is most 

important of ecosystem servises. Sustainability requires sustaining multiple services.  

To reduce vulnerability, we need to reduce hazards and reduce sensitivity. It is important to redoec known 

hazards and avoid new stress, minimize impact of outside stresses and manage for trajectories of expected 

change. To provide multiple ecosystem services, we sustain natural capital. We also need to foster social and 

environmental justice. 

What should we do for the future? We have to consider alternative futures. I thought this was very difficult 

issue. 

 

Field lecture 8: Melting permafrost – Dr. David Valentine 

 Forest in the campus of UAF, the ground was 

roughness. Permafrost caused it. The loss of ice-

wedge polygons results in a network of mounds 

(from the right photo). Trees which have grown 

after this stood straight, but trees which have 

grown before this leaned or bent. 

 

Field Lecture 9: Changing boreal forest – Dr. 

David Valentine 

There were a site exotic trees were planted. They came from Canada or other North American area. 

As we have different gene respectively, each tree also has their own characteristics in the same species. Trees 

have grown in northern area adapted to Alaska, but trees have grown in southern area didn’t grow well. 

 

Field lecture 10: Birch plantation & Lecture 7 : Birch syrup – Dr. Jan Dawe 

One Tree Alaska is a STEAM (STEM + Arts) program 

sponsored by School of Natural Resources and Extension of 

UAF. They have some projects ; educator professional 

development, educatoin research, birch tree tapping and syrup, 

phenology and climate change, crafting from birch trees and so on. 

They arrange opportunity children or students know about 

nature around them. 

We experienced “birch tree syrup”. The sugar content of undiluted solution of birch syrup is 1%. They 

enrich it, and the sugar content becomes thick. We tasted about67%, 68%, 71% syrup (I liked 67%), and found 

the sugar content we liked the most thining down the syrup. The sugar content was measured with measuring 

instrument. Mine was 8.0%. We enjoyed to eat a caramel contained birch syrup and ice cream topped it. They 

were tasty. 

 

(took at MUSEUM of the NORTH) 
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16th Aug 

Lecture 8: Wildlife Management – Dr. David Valentine 

Aalaska was purchased from Russia in 1867, and federal territory became U.S. state in 1959. Alaska 

National Interest Lands Conservation Act occurred in 1980. Through that act, 32% of state turned into Natioal 

Parks and National Wildlife Refuges. 

In the U.S., wild animals are owned by the state in trust for the public. While in Alaska, Federal agency has 

strong power. In the Divisions within Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) Wildlife Conservation, 

its mission is “Conserve and enhance Alaska’s wildlife and habitats and provide for a wide range of public 

uses and benefits.” But ADF&G doesn7t manage marine mammals or migratory birds. 

Wildlife habitat is affected by nature and humans. “By nature” is forest fire, temprature and moisture. “By 

human” is fire and logging. But there are positive effects by forest fire ; example, moose can eat new plants. 

Wildlife management affects ecological and human factors to achieve desired objectives. Hunting must be 

sustainable and allow predation, habitat must be protected in the same time. It is complex. Social, Alaska 

Native people, climate change, sense of value, we have to consider many factors. On game management, there 

are question ; scientific question “Can we?,” value judgment “Should we?”. Both of them are different 

fundamentaly, and both of them are important. 

Field Lecture 11: Alaska livestock – Dr. Milan Shipka> 

UAF has a ferm. There were Musk-oxen, cattle, reindeer. Musk-oxen have beard hair and fur of them is 

used for fleece or jackets. The fur grows every year. Cashmere is expensive (about $90). It is good if you can 

get it 1 pound. Wool is used for felt. 

Regeneration of cells on the back of Musk-oxen is excellent. They are doing experiment to adapt the stem 

cell of back to wounded part. The surface of antlers on one of the reindeer came off. Testosterone (a male 

hormone) caused it. 

Everyone can have Musk-oxen in Alaska, but we can’t have caribou (reindeer from Canada is okey). 

Field lecture 12: Agriculture/Peony – Dr. Mingchu Zhan 

We went to the Georgeson Botanical garden. Georgeson ordered people to search plants which could adapt 

in Alaska. Flowers bloom in June or July. During busy season, they recruit seasonal employee or volunteers. 

They check the growth of plants once a week. This work is hard, but imformation of plants is important. This 

garden has pertnership with rocal fermer. Many events are done in this garden (also our closing party).  

We walked around the garden. There were rarely plants native to Alaska. Most plants were exotic, so they 

need to trial. Wild Rhubarb is native to Alaska. Moose eat willows. The soil is cold in Alaska, so they do an 

experiment to warm the soil covering with plastic. There were some name plate of family who have donated. 

In a corner, there were white covers over plants. It was to protect them from insects and human. Recent years, 

not only barley but also wheat can grow in Alaska because of the rise in the temprature. 

There are 2,000 types of peony. Peony is medical plant. In flower industry, following five conditions are 

important ; Desease(high temprature, high moisture), Nutrition, Weed, Cutting time and Insect. 

Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture – Sean Asiqtuq Topkok 
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There are 20 Alaskan Native groups, and we can divide 5groups roughly. Now, 

some of Alaskan Natives live in indigecous way. 

They honor the nature. They hunt wild animals or get fish, the tools are made of 

their skin. They make optimal use of natural resources. They have traditional festivals 

and ceremonies. They dance, sing and play instuments. The instruments are made of 

wood, plants or skin of reindeer. Fur of beaver, caribou or seal is used on boots. It 

looked warm. 

 

17th Aug: Presentation – what I learned through this program, my opinion 

 

3．Visited place 

Denali National Park 

We went to Denali National Park on 12th Aug. Denali National 

Park was first dedicated in 1917 to protect the wildness (at first, the 

name was “Mount Mckinley National Park”). This year, the park 

celebrates 100 years. The visiters need to follow some basic park 

rules. We traveled in the park by bus. I could see some wild 

animals, caribou, grizzly bears, dall sheep, ground squirrel, a kind 

of ptarmigan. The weather was fun, but Mt. Denali completely hid 

behind clouds.  

 

Denali Chino Nature Center 

After Denali National Park, we went to Denali Chino Nature Center (DCNC) and stayed  at the center for 

the night. Mr and Mrs.Chino live in there. Mr.Chino is an ambassador to Hokkaido University. DCNC locates 

in the Denali State Park. From the center, you can see the Mt.Denali. Around the center, many wild animals 

stride. We saw a female moose from the window. There are no public electricity, waterworks, gas. They aim to 

provide for themselves. Electricity is covered by solar energy or wind power. Water is pumped up from a well. 

A bath is at the outdoors, it is heated by firewood. We helped with wood chopping in the morning. 

 

MUSEUM of the NORTH 

We visited the “MUSEUM of the NORTH” 17th Aug. It is a museum of UAF. There were many stuffed 

specimens, tools and clothes of Native Alaskan. I wanted more time to see them. 

 

4．Life in UAF 

We were divided into 2 groups, and often acted in that group. Every night, the escorting teachers took one or 

two person from each group to a supermarket. Each group prepared their own meals. 

We rarely had chance to interact with the students at UAF. I went to a post office with the student who 

presented the life in UAF to us. While traveling, she talked about the plants, her hometown and so on. It was 

fun. 
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We stayed at Stevens Hall, a dormitory. It was quiet, so I felt comfortable. 

The room was double, and it was enough to stay for short term. I could see 

the Alaska Railroad from my room. In the dormitory, there was a communal 

kitchen. It was small. There were also a table tennis table and billiards table.  

At the free time, we played the table tennis and billiards. We also went to 

the library in the campus. At other free time, I went for a walk and wrote 

about the events of the day.  

It was convenient to bring some hanger, a rope and a pair of slippers. There were five hangers in the room, 

but it wasn’t enough to dry the wash. I used the rope to hang the hangers.  

The Wi-Fi is connected at the dormitory and other buildings in the campus, so you can access the Internet. 

 

5．Feelings & Advice 

I enjoyed this program. I think it was a good thing that I perticipated in it. I could learn much about Alaska 

or global issues. I had many opportunity to listen English. I also interact with people who perticipated in this 

program (some major in agriculture, the others major in engineering or medicine) and local people. Through 

this program, I considered my dream, and I could find some objects.  

Denali National Park left a strong impression on me. I like animals, so I was happy to see many wild 

animals don’t live in Japan. I moved to see the great nature. I also had a good time at DCNC. Mrs.Chino 

prepared the healthy diets for us. It was dalicious. We talked a lot, time passed slowly there. 

It was hard to listen to English. Especially, I had difficulty listening to it when the native speaker spoke fast. 

I have some advice for people who will participate in this program next year. I recommend you to take 

Japanese food. I brought instant miso soup and packs of green tea. It is chilly while the weather is bad, and 

night is slightly cold. You need to take jackets or parkas. It’s better to include a paire of slippers as your things 

to put on it in dormitory. The clothes for outdoors is essential for doing fieldwork. 

 

6．Pictures 

 

 

 

The Bus :  

We traveled in the Denali National Park by this bus. 
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Celebrating a century :  

It is a 100 years since UAF has established. (It is same as 

Denali National Park) We saw this, “100 UAF 100”, from the 

campus. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fire Weed :  

This flower is common in Alaska. This grows at early stage of 

regeneration after forest fire. 
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Orientation by Dr. David Valentine 

First, I learned about the Alaska Boreal forest, for example, trees growing wildly in Alaska. Above all, it was 

interesting for me that only six species of trees were native species in Alaska and boreal forests accounted for 

the highest percentage of forests all over the world. And, the function of boreal forests as sink and reservoir of 

carbon and dark and features of rough-textured tree crown were impressive. Second, I learned a rise in the 

temperature of Alaska connected with regime shift of 1970’s and wild fire which was increasing in recent 

years. The subjects about wild fire was unfamiliar to me because my hometown and Hokkaido had relatively 

humid climate, and so, wild fire didn’t happen frequently there. That is, I learned the features of boreal forests 

in Alaska, the recent climate change and the influence on boreal forests, for example, the increase of wild fire 

while being conscious of differences between Alaska and Japan. It was very good for me that I could take this 

lecture early because the contents of this lecture related to a lot of lectures after this lecture. 

 

Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling 

I experienced the measurement about the degree of post-fire forest regeneration. On our way to the research 

site, I learned the disturbance to the forest ecosystem by the wild fire which burned in 1983, such as the 

succession of forests and the influence on the ecosystem. I was glad that I got actual experience of fieldwork as 

soon as I felt the function of wild fire actually. This is because I belong to the seminar attaching importance to 

fieldwork now and I want to understand factors influencing on ecosystem deeply. 

 

Field lecture 2: Field sampling 

At the latter of August 9, subjects about soil of forests, tree rings and regeneration of forests were at the 

center of the lecture. At first, I learned about the accumulation of silt by the function of rivers, five conditions 

of formation of soil: climate, organism, topography, para-material, age and the process of formation of layer of 

soil. In addition, I actually picked the sample for the research of tree rings. Especially, I felt the knowledge 

about soil important for me because I intend to work at a botanical garden in the future and soil is the basis of 

gardening. After, I called at the wetland which permafrost existed in the basement and reached forests which 

regenerated from wild fire. I deepened my understanding of regeneration of forests from wild fire. The content 

of the experiments of teachers was so interesting. This is because I want to research about conservation in 

terms of ecology and had interest in field surveys. 

 

Lecture1: Aurora & sustainability of global ecosystem 

日本語の講義であったため、日本語で記述する。オーロラの発生の仕組み及び色の違いの原因

については、大学の講義でも学んだことはあった。しかし、オーロラの中でもどの色が稀かやで

あるか，木星には桃色のオーロラしか出ないこと、オーロラにまつわる伝承などについては過去

の講義で扱われることがなかったため、興味深かった。とりわけ印象に残ったのは緑色のオーロ

ラが出ている惑星は、逆説的に大気に酸素が存在する、つまり植物による光合成が行われている

ことになるということであった。 

地球温暖化については、氷河期と関連した考え方について学んだ。自然変動及び人為的変動と

温度上昇との因果関係をはっきりさせる必要があると提示された際は、よく考えずに IPCC等の機

関が発表するデータ、グラフを受け入れる事は誤りで、どの考え方に対してもよく検討する必要
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があると感じた。 

 

Field lecture3: Pipeline 

Pipeline is connected with the energy industry, life and permafrost in Alaska, deeply. So, I came to realize 

again differences between Japan and Alaska through this lecture. The subject about the role of Pipeline: 

“lifeline” of Alaska and the anniversary related to Pipeline left a strong impression on me. Also, I thought it 

unique to Alaskan climate that burying Pipeline was impossible owing to permafrost under the ground and 

making use of the cooler which didn’t use energy to keep the temperature of Pipeline, so these facts were 

interesting for me. 

 

Field lecture4: Gold mining 

I was surprised that though vigor of the golden age was lost, the industry of gold mining continued because 

gold mining had declined in Japan. I knew that permafrost was concerned with gold mining using heavy 

machinery in a river and felt that Alaska and permafrost went hand in hand. Also, the lecture about towns 

which had disappeared due to the decline of gold mining reminded me of towns which had disappeared due to 

the decline of coal mining. 

 

Field lecture5: Aurora science, wildland fire 

I learned mainly unmanned rockets used in Alaska and looked around the facility. I was surprised at making 

use of unmanned rockets and satellites to observe aurorae, wild fire, and so on. Through this lecture, I 

understood the importance of the system about unmanned rockets and satellites. 

 

Lecture2: Fishery 

I learned mainly that fishery of Alaska played an important role in the United States, fish species which 

Alaska had the high catch of, ways of fishery and the connection between the catch of fish of Alaska and the 

limitation of fishing. I was surprised at the difference of main species of fish between my hometown and 

Alaska because most of popular kinds of fish in Alaska was a white-meat fish, for example, walleye pollock, 

salmon, halibut and pacific cod. Also, fishing which took a hard look at the future in Alaska was impressive, 

for example, catching only male crabs, self-restraint in overfishing to avoid the change of environment and 

ecosystem in the sea and the negative chain reaction. I thought that we should keep the resources about marine 

products after their action. 

 

Lecture3: Permafrost 

I was shocked when I knew the definition of permafrost: permafrost is the earth’s material which keep under 

0℃ for more than two years. This is because I had the image of “ice” toward permafrost. Also, I learned about 

the factors which influenced on formation of permafrost, the process of the formation and the influence of 

melting permafrost. I knew that the problems about the damage of melting permafrost due to the change of 

climate, for example, land subsidence, was hard and needed flexible measures. 

 

Field lecture6: Permafrost Tunnel 
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Actually, I entered the permafrost tunnel. I learned mainly three types of permafrost and the features of 

permafrost. Above all, the merits, for example, impermeable layer and the demerits, for example, sublimation 

of permafrost in terms of use for tunnels were very interesting and I became to want to research for the 

examples of the use of permafrost in Japan. In addition, I learned historical background of the tunnel and the 

connection with gold mining. It was fruitful for me that I could enter the tunnel at first hand, touch permafrost 

and take the lecture in the tunnel. But, it was freezing cold inside, so people who will take part in this program 

should wear warm clothes.  

 

Lecture4: Native regional corporations 

I learned the business of Doyon as native regional corporations. Especially, it was impressive for me that 

Doyon had a wide range of businesses, for example, water, heat, electricity and biometa. And, I became to 

know the system of land and subsidies and scholarship. Through this lecture, I took an interest in the culture 

and circumstances of native people. 

 

Denali National Park 

I got various experiences in Denali National Park and Chino’s house. Of course, being able to watch several 

wild animals and enjoy the magnificent view of this national park was a good experience, but, it was more 

fruitful for me to watch wild alpine flowers and know the activities for preservation of the natural environment 

in Denali National Park. I was glad that I got the opportunity to watch various flowers and the trigger to 

consider the difference of flora between Japan and Alaska. In addition, I could satisfy my curiosity to deepen 

my understanding of conservation of nature. I want to visit there in June next time to watch the flower field. 

Also, in Chino’s house, talk about DCNC and life in Alaska with Mr. and Mrs. Chino was a stimulus to me. 

This is because there were not people like them surrounding me. In addition, wood chopping by the machine 

was exciting because I did wood chopping only by a hammer and an ax. 

 Figure 2. Alpine harebell 

 

Field lecture7: Timber use 

I knew about the material of timber and learned mainly the process of making timber. I’ve never heard that 

almost all of the material of the timber was from Canada, the trees in Alaska were not exported and most of the 

material was white spruce. Through the process of making timber, I liked that people working at the sawmill 

thought to fully lumber. Concretely, the parts which didn’t become timber were processed for firewood and 

shavings were processed for pet goods. 
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Lecture5: Biomass 

I learned the system of energy biomass and the circumstances of the biomass in Alaska. It was interesting 

that oil was better than biomass made from local wood in terms of energy-efficiency, but, while the rise of the 

price of oil will be able to be expected, local wood will be free forever. The subjects about the system of energy 

biomass was accessible to me because biomass energy was made use of in the livestock barn in Hokkaido 

University. However, I tended to be skeptical about solar energy, biomass energy, and so on, I could also accept 

the problems about the prevailing of energy biomass. For example, It was impressive that there were the areas 

which people could take advantage of fossil fuel more efficiently than local wood. 

 

Lecture6: Sustainability 

I put emphasis on this lecture because I had had a limited knowledge of sustainability despite I wanted to 

research conservation of nature in the future. This lecture treated mainly the definition of sustainability, 

sustaining ecosystem services and keys to sustainability. Above all, I focused on the ecosystem services and 

keys. The former is connected with the balance between the ecosystem and human well-being. I thought that I 

needed to search for ways of make good use of the ecosystem to avoid doing a selfish action. The latter is 

connected with the enhance of the ecosystem itself. I should aim to reduce vulnerability of the ecosystem, 

enhance adaptive capacity and foster resilience and transformability to resist the change of environment. 

Through this lecture, I could strengthen the foundation of my idea about conservation of nature. 

 

Field lecture8: Melting permafrost(thermokarst) 

I actually walked on the topography explained in the previous lectures which had been created by melting 

permafrost and learned the topography. Concretely, trees which crept their root on the ground are younger than 

the time of melting permafrost. I felt the influence of natural phenomena which sometimes caused damage to 

activities of Alaskan people and the adaptation of Alaskan people. 

 

Field lecture9: Changing boreal forest 

The introduction of exotic trees was the center of this lecture. I learned that trees at the exotic tree’s area 

were the species which had resisted the difference between the places of origin and Alaska and the species 

which was native to Canada went south because of the change of climate. In addition, I knew that moss 

covered with the ground at the area had a bad influence on plants surrounding the moss. I thought that the 

inflow of exotic species wouldn’t usually happen in Japan because Japan was an island country. It was 

unexpected to think the difference between Japan and Alaska through this lecture. 

 

Lecture7: Birch syrup 

I deepened my understanding of non-timber forest products and tasted unique flavor of birch syrup. I got 

interest in the devices for visitors, especially, children. I thought that the reason might be the cooperation with 

families in Alaska for gather birch sap and the education for students. I felt the link with educational activities 

of museums and so, this lecture made me want to make the most of the experience through this lecture.  

 

Lecture8: wildlife 
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First, I learned about the idea of footprint and the characteristics of Japan, the USA, and Sweden. I found 

that the consumption of Japan was lower than that of the USA, but the supply was also. So, in the USA, the 

consumption of Japanese people could be covered. Also, now, the consumption of Sweden could be covered in 

Sweden, but the decrease of the supply was concerned. And, I also learned that there was a limit to life which 

was a burden on the earth. 

After the topic about the footprint, I learned the system about preservation of wildlife in Alaska. Concretely, 

I learned the law about limited hunting. I thought that I needed to consider what I should do to conserve the 

species through this lecture. 

 

Field lecture10: Alaska livestock 

I learned about musk-ox and reindeer and directly watched them. I felt that experiencing directly was 

important through touching the fur of musk-ox and looking musk-ox and reindeer close. I could gain the 

knowledge about the difference of the quality of fur from part to part, the research focused on the regeneration 

of the horn of reindeer, and so on. 

 

Field lecture11: Agriculture/Peony 

For me, this lecture was very fruitful. Through this lecture and questions, I could know the features of 

Georgeson Botanical Garden. The botanical garden has function as a base of agriculture in Alaska and doesn’t 

aim at conservation of endanger species. This fact is evident because a lot of vegetables and berries are planted 

there. In addition, there are the devices for entertaining and educating visitors in various parts of the botanical 

garden, but the garden doesn’t aim to earn money because the purpose of the garden is research. I was shocked 

at this fact because many botanical gardens in Japan aim at conservation of species and manage by trial and 

error because of the lack of money. I’m hoping various botanical gardens for the future, so, I was glad that I 

could visit the botanical garden. 

At the latter of this lecture, I learned about peony and barley. Both topics was deeply connected with lectures 

about Agriculture, and so, it was not hard to understand the content. 

 

Figure 3. Field of berries in Georgeson Botanical Garden 
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Lecture9: Indigenous Culture 

Originally, I had interest in traditional culture. So, this lecture was exciting. Especially, it was impressive that 

materials and design of clothes, musical instruments, and so on reflected regional characteristics. In addition, it 

was interesting that their folk culture was composed of various factors, for example, dance, hunting and tattoo 

and both factors were closely connected. 

 

Conclusion 

My motivation to take part in this program was to deepen my understanding of conservation natural 

environment for my research in the future. Through various lectures in UAF and field lectures, I could mostly 

achieve this purpose. In addition, I could get the opportunity to visit and know Georgeson Botanical Garden 

and come into contact with unfamiliar culture. Therefore, I could get the knowledge about not only my future 

research, but also my dream to work in a botanical garden and get the opportunity to understand difference 

culture. 

I want to make the most of the knowledge and experience getting through this program. I hope that a lot of 

students will take part in this program next year. 
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I. Lectures & Field lectures in UAF 

 

i. Introduction 

Forest type in Alaska is Boreal forest. Boreal forest is largest forest biome on earth, 17% of earth’s land 

surface. Roll of carbon stock occupation nearly half of all global forest ecosystem. So Its ecosystem is very 

important. Winter temperature is very low. It is difficult for trees to survive. So only 6 species can grow in 

Alaska. And permafrost spread out discontinuously underground. It is unique condition at northern area. But in 

recent years, temperature is gradually rising. There permafrost may melt in the future. It is one of the problems 

in Alaska. 

ii. Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling 

In Alaska, forest fire often occurs. After forest fire, many trees were burned temporarily. But instead, many 

new generations can be born. It is the succession system in boreal forest. Sampling was done at experimental 

forest that UAF possesses. Big forest fire occurred at the forest at 1983. This time, we measured height, DBH, 

this year’s growth of branch, if eaten by animals or insects, if broken by animals, etc…  

iii. Field lecture 2: Field sampling and about soil 

Soil production needs some materials. They are climate, organic matter, shape of ground and time. Forest 

soil of Alaska is almost silt and loess. The amount of precipitation in Alaska is little. So a part of soil condition 

is dry. On the other hand, as the ground is covered with much amount of water when the river flood, and as 

water doesn’t penetrate permafrost, wetland spreads, especially near the river. About soil temperature, it is cool 

at summer and warm at winter. Why is them? Because at summer, tree covering intercepts that sunlight 

reaches ground surface, and at winter, under snow coverage is warmer than air temperature as snow coverage 

has thermal insulation effect.  

iv. Lecture 1: Aurora & sustainability of global ecosystem 

This lecture was told by Shunichi Akasofu, who is the best researcher of aurora science. Aurora appears at 

the height about 100 to 450 km. Aurora occurs when solar wind touches with magnetic field. And when 

plasma in solar wind reacts with elements in the air, color of aurora changes. For example, if it reacts with 

oxygen, the color changes to green.  

Dr. Akasofu also told us about global warming. Now, global temperature is rising gradually. But he said that 

it isn’t global warming. Certainly, it is rising at short span. However, if you think at very long span, rising of 

temperature is a part of waves of changing temperature. And he said “If you think about global warming, you 

shouldn’t see many environmental factors like growth rate of CO₂, temperature and animal extinction. You 

must divide the factors. 
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v. Field lecture 3: Pipeline 

Pipeline is the tube to carry oil around 

Alaska. Therefore, pipeline is lives’ 

pipeline for Alaskan people. Pipeline 

goes under or above the ground. Why 

was pipeline designed like that? At first, 

the reason why pipeline goes 

underground, it is because that life space 

for animals may be divided. If pipeline 

goes on the ground, animals cannot 

move through pipeline. Second, why 

don’t all part of pipeline bury? Because 

there is discontinuous permafrost in 

Alaska. Permafrost damages pipeline by giving pressure. Therefore, only the part of permafrost, pipeline goes 

the height that animals can go through between pipeline and ground surface.  

Pipeline can move horizontally slightly. The reason why is to protect from expansion by changing 

temperature, animals crash, and so on. It is more effective than fixing pipeline. 

vi. Field lecture 4: Gold mining 

Felix Pedro discovered the gold for the first time at Fairbanks. After that, gold mining started. Gold is 

usually under silt layer. They use gold dredge, that is a ship, to remove silt layer. Gold dredge grabs gravel in 

water and carry it to behind of the ship. Finally, gravel is thrown away to the mountain of gravel, and gold is 

mined. On the other hand, if there is permafrost, they need three processes. First, they sort if there is 

permafrost. Second, they wash dirt like silt on permafrost by scattering water. Third, they heat the ice. 

vii. Lecture 2: Fishery 

Catch of fishery in Alaska account for about 40% in America, and it accounts for about 8% around the 

world. In America, each state legislatures manage fishery. Because if no one manage fishery, ecosystem 

receives some damages by fisher effect. In 1970, environmental ocean condition is worse rapidly, it is called 

regime shift, and state has fishers stop fishery temporarily.  

viii. Lecture 3: Permafrost 

Definition of permafrost is that some soil materials freeze more than 2 years. In recent years, it is a problem 

that ground like in the forest, under the house and concrete subsides when permafrost, especially composed of 

big ice, thaws. On the other hand, in case of mixing saline in water, the water can’t freeze. Freezing degree 

converged on about -8 degrees at deep layer. But a convergent point rises to about -6.5 degrees in recent years. 

It may be the effect of global warming. Thawing permafrost has a relation with snow. If rising temperature 

continue, it is possible that almost permafrost will thaw in the future. So it needs some measures to prevent 

permafrost thawing. 

ix. Field lecture 6: Permafrost tunnel 

A little past of cold war, artificial satellite was launched to monitor other countries. Therefore, permafrost 

tunnel is built by the army of America to hide armaments from other country. Permafrost tunnel has some 

advantages. First, water can’t go through the permafrost. Second, permafrost is as hard as concrete. However, 
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as the disadvantage, sublimation is severe and tunnel warps very slowly. There is some structure in the 

permafrost. For example, ice wedge is groove by loop of thawing ice and covering snow. 

x. Field lecture 7: Timber use 

Almost timber is processed at one place. First of all, forestry is not popular because imported timber from 

Canada is used mainly in Alaska. Main used tree species is white spruce. They use without wasting. 

Mechanization is increasing so they can keep staff cost down and improve works. 

xi. Lecture 5: Sustainability 

Sustainability is “Making and implementing decisions to develop, maintain or protect ecosystems to meet 

human needs and values.” It is thinking about natural resources management. But there are many question. For 

example, what do you want to sustain? How should you think of time scale? And so on. In addition, human 

needs are different from each other.  

Ecosystem and social process have interaction. If human build city, or road, make electricity, ecosystem 

probably receive the damage. On the other hand, good landscape have a cultural value for human. And as the 

factor from outrange, climate affects it. As a result of that, its interaction may change own form. The 

interaction is very complex. But for our future availability, we should focus on sustainability. 

xii. Lecture 6: Birch syrup 

In this place, she picks syrup from paper 

birch. She also hands out birch saplings and 

receive only syrup to enhance efficiency. It is 

possible to drink it. When she changes syrup to 

products, she need to distill birch syrup and 

enrich it. She holds seminar for variety of 

people, its main is child.  

xiii. Field lecture 10: Alaska livestock 

We heard about livestock at the farm. There are 24 musk-ox to use their wool. Musk-ox is Japanese “jakou-

ushi”. Annual cost to have one musk-ox is about 675 $. Their wool is sold expensively. So total income is 

surplus. Next, as how to manage individual, an electromagnetic coil is put into their brain. And manager can 

divide individual by read electromagnetic waves from the coil. Therefore, manager can recognize each musk-

ox in no time. 

 

II. Denali National Park 

We went to Denali National Park on weekend. We can see white bears, caribous, squirrels and ptarmigans. 

Park scale is very larger than that of Japan. So scenes of animal group living naturally are precious experiences 

for me. But I had one surprise thing. It is that tourists walk freely to deviate from official course. Its action is 

prohibited strictly at Japanese natural park. However, I think American is more natural than Japanese. I didn’t 

know why, so when I think about natural park, I want to think and compare difference between that of America 

and Japan. 

 

III. Chino nature center 

We stayed at Mr. Chino’s nature center after visiting Denali natural park. They use self-sufficient energy to 
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live. For example, they use wood for fuel and they make electricity from wind power, solar and heat. At first 

night, we had a dinner made by Mr. and Ms. Chino. It’s very delicious and all food were made with thinking 

about environment. At second day morning, we helped for wood chopping. Main tree is paper birch and we cut 

with machine. This time, as it was very short time, what we can experience was only one work. If I go to 

Alaska in the future, I want to stay longer term. 

 

IV. Thinking through this program 

This program is my first trip to foreign country. I was surprised that environment, communication, lives and 

culture differed from those of Japan at all. But, at same time, I thought very interesting. Especially, everyone 

asked many things for someone’s talk. Main talk time was rather short than question time. I thought I should 

ask questions without reserve. 

My object is to learn difference between Alaskan boreal forest and Japanese forest. Boreal forest was 

composed of very little number of tree species as there were various strict factors. They are very cold but a 

little snow and rainfall, existence of permafrost, forest fire and soil condition. In addition, environment like 

rivers and forests wasn’t almost touched. Trees could do succession without managed by human. Certainly, 

there may be some reasons like little number of causal bacteria for growing saplings or without Sasa on ground 

surface. But there also exists similar point from the view of climate. I think Japan should refer to how to 

manage forest in Alaska. 

 

V. Impression 

We took many field lecture and went to many places. It was lecture but at same time, like sightseeing for 

me. All I saw was fresh. What the most interesting is aurora. It was one of my dreams from elementary school 

to see aurora actually. So, it was very happy for me to be able to see aurora. It’s very beautiful. If I can get a 

chance to go arctic countries, I want to see clear aurora. 
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Ⅰ. What did I learn from this program? 

 

【Field lecture F1-10】 

F1. Forest regeneration field sampling  

I went to the experimental forest. In Alaska, every year there are many fire forest and boreal forest is 

influenced by it. This experimental forest which I went is people don’t do anything after fire forest. In that day, 

I observed the condition in this forest and measured the amount of growth. I learned that moose population is 

increased by forest fire because some new plants like black spruce grow up after fire forest. And I conserved 

some mushrooms on the ground. So, I guessed that fire forest makes forest more diverse in terms of 

biodiversity. And in the final presentation, I talked about this topic with relating to “Biological Legacy”.   

 

F2. Field sampling 

I measured an annual ring by using one tool called Increment Borer. This tool is so expensive so it was good 

opportunity for me to use it. I drilled a thin hole on the tree and got a sample for observing the annual ring. This 

tool is good because you can get sample without bad influence for tree whether you drill a hole on tree.   

 

F3. Pipeline  

I watched Pipeline and learned history or characteristic of it. Pipeline is so important for people in Alaska 

because oil is one of the big industry in Alaska. In the past, it was difficult to build it because of cold 

temperature, habitat of wildlife, and so on. For example, if Pipeline would be under permafrost, permafrost 

would melt and cause subsistence. So, in some region, Pipeline should be over the ground. And to prevent 

from disturbing habitat of wild animals, people should care about where Pipeline should be. In short, people 

had to care about many factors to build Pipeline.  

 

 

F4. Gold mining  

I went to the place where gold mining was worked before. There was a big machine for gold mining in the 

pond surrounded by mountains. My teacher said there is the pond because people carried much water from 

outside. I felt it is not good for nature because this machine is not natural and iron of this machine is oxidized. 

  

F5. Aurora science and wild life  

I went to Poker Flat Research Range which is part of the geophysical institute at the university of Alaska. 

This is the largest land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-attitude rocket range in the 

United States. To study Aurora science, sounding rockets are lunched. Rockets were lunched five times in the 

←  You can see the structure in 

Pipeline. 

   This structure is for oil leak. 
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last year. When rockets are not lunched, this institute prepares for next time.  

 

F6. Permafrost Tunnel  

My teacher said that this tunnel was made to hide many weapons from an enemy in the oppositions between 

countries like Cuban Missile Crisis. This tunnel is made of permafrost because permafrost is so hard that water 

don’t leak through soil. And I learned ice wedge ice and segregation ice. In ice wedge ice, I saw some several 

bones of the long-horned steppe bison. Segregation ice is brittle because only sand is left after sublimation.  

 

F7. Timber use  

In Alaska, most woods are imported from Canada but some woods are provided by Alaska. In Alaska, 

timber is important resource for people because many houses are made from woods. Woods house is common 

in Alaska. I visited a factory which import woods from Canada and process it for variety use of woods.  

 

F8. Birch plantation  

In this field lecture, I learned that maybe in future some kinds of tree like black spruce which are now 

dominant species in boreal forest in Alaska will be replaced by some kinds of conifer which are dominant 

species in Canada because of global warming. I thought some animal species like moose will be disappeared if 

they cannot eat their foods like black spruce. But people need to think about new tree for global warming. So, 

I’m interested in animal life when new tree replaces the tree which are now dominant.  

 

F9. Alaska livestock 

I sawed Muskoxen wool and touched it. It was light, warm, and soft but so expensive. This wool can be 

used for jacket. The interesting thing for me was Muskoxen has different kinds of wool depends on parts. And 

I watched some livestock like deer, caw, and so on. Some deer has horns whose pelt is off. It is the sign that 

they secrete a male hormone and they are ready to fight each other.  

 

F10. Field lecture: Agriculture / Peony  

I visited Georgeson Botanical garden on 16th August. This botanical garden is one of institutions of UAF and 

I learned some roles of this garden. Some researcher work to study about plants, vegetables, flowers, and so on 

and at the same time they teach to people who live in Fairbanks. And not only for studying but also for 

gathering people to cerebrate weddings or for enjoying flowers, this garden plays many roles. But this garden 

has financial problem so it is necessary to save money. Before I went to this garden, I knew that there are many 

gardens which have financial problems in Japan. So, I noticed that this problem is not only in Japan.  
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【Lecture L1-L9】 

L1. Aurora and sustainability of global ecosystem 

この授業では、オーロラの発生に関する事と、地球温暖化に対する考え方について習った。オ

ーロラについては、古代オーロラが人々にどう捉えられていたかという話からオーロラの発生原

理を物理的に解説してもらった。自分が一番興味を持ったのが、オーロラの見え方によって酸素

の有無がある程度分かるため、その技術を地球以外の生物が住むことのできる新たな惑星の発見

に応用するという話であった。また、その次のトピックであった地球温暖化に関しては、議論の

しがいがある授業でとても面白かった。赤祖父先生は、地球温暖化の問題は自然変動を取り除い

て考慮しなければ、人為的に地球温暖化が進んでいるとは断定できないとおっしゃっていて、そ

ういう見方もできなくもないような気がした。しかし、例えば二酸化炭素を過剰に使い続けるの

は確実に地球にとって良くないということはデータとして示されているわけであって、赤祖父さ

んの主張がどこまで正しいのか正直疑問だった。ただ、多くの人とは違う角度から意見を主張さ

れていて、周りに流されずに疑う姿勢がすごいなと思った。 

 

L2. Fishery  

Fishery is one of the important industries in Alaska and fishery is so relevant to people’s life in Alaska. I 

learned that there are many ways of fishery depends on kinds of fish. And the most interesting topic for me was 

kinds of Salmon because Alaska is famous for it. In Alaska, people catch Yellow Rockfish, Pacific Cod, Sable 

Fish, and Walleye Pollock. These fishes are all Salmon and people from outside cannot eat them after catching 

them.  

 

L3. Permafrost  

I knew permafrost before I took this lecture but I misunderstood the definition of permafrost. So, I was lucky 

that I could take this lecture. The definition is ground that is below 32℉(0℃) for two or more years. 

Permafrost can be with or without ice. Temperature is the only requirement for ground to be considered 

permafrost. Permafrost ranges from hard rock without ice to organic-rich soil with more than half ice by 

volume.  

 

L4. Native regional corporations  

←I took this photo in the botanical garden. 

  This is the model of hydroelectric power  

  and this is made for children to understand 

it easier. This is one of the characteristics of 

this Garden.  
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I know that even now native people are unequal to other people in Alaska in some points like succession of 

property. But in this lecture, I could learn not only negative points but also positive points of native regional 

corporations. Education for people who work at the company have been developed. 

 

L5. Sustainability  

I took a lecture and learned sustainability. In the lecture, sustainability was defined as persistence of 

desirable features, maintenance of social-ecological interactions, and equality across segment of society now 

and in the future. Sustainability is big issue for human and its relevant to a lot kinds of services. For example, if 

human want to conserve glacier in an arctic area, then it is difficult to decide the original cause or reduce 

hazard of melting glacier because there are many factors and they interact each other (sometime it is like 

feedbacks cycle).  

 

L6. Birch syrup  

I tasted some kinds of birch syrup and the taste was so-so. But I think One Tree Alaska is so good program 

because people ranged from young child to adult can learn local resources and can communicate with other 

students and teacher. Children can explore their local environment and feel connected to the ecology of the 

land. I think Japan should introduce such a program because less people have interests in forest or forest 

products in Japan than before. And this program includes not only education but also research too. So, teacher 

can research and teach.  

 

L7. Wildlife management 

I learned wildlife management in the U.S. and how it is difficult to manage wildlife. In the U.S. wild animals 

are owned by the states in trust for the public and harvest of animals (hunting, fishing) can occur only by 

licensed people. And wildlife management affects ecological and human factors to achieve desired objectives 

so it is complex. For example, Alaska native people seek self-governance of natural resource managements on 

their land but it is opposite to the States.  

 

L8. Indigenous culture 

In this lecture, I was surprised because the teacher showed me a lot kinds of culture such as songs, dances, 

traditional products, and so on. And I felt this culture is so related to people’s living. For example, the teacher 

showed me one dance and it was related to the way of rowing a boat on the sea to catch a fish. Even if 

languages are different, I think people can understand the way of living by watching other culture or doing it. 

 

Ⅱ. Excursion in this program  

I went to Denali National Park and joined the bus tour. In this park, there are many wild animals such as 

caribou, moose, wolves, grizzly bears, Dall sheep, red fox, and so on. During bus trip I could watch some wile 

animals and huge landscape like McKinley that is the highest mountain in the North America. Denali National 

Park is conserved by the nation but in Japan National park in not necessary conserved by nation. Sometime 

some organizations conserve one park and it is problem in some points because they conserve in different 

ways. So, I thought Japan should reconsider the way of preserving national park.  
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Ⅲ. How was my life in Alaska? 

In Alaska, from morning to evening I took field lecture outside or lecture in the class room. In the lecture, I 

asked what I was not sure to my teacher many times and took notes. After the lecture, I went to shopping to 

buy foods for morning, lunch, and dinner by car. My group made dinner or bought retort-packed food. And 

one day we went to the Thai restaurant near the university. In the night, I reviewed what I learned in that day 

and after that I slept. It was not clod when I was in Alaska so it was easy to live.  

 

Ⅳ. What do I want to do in my future? 

I want to be a researcher and I want to research “Biological Legacy”. In Alaska, I went to the experimental 

forest and I observed the forest after fire forest. I leaned that fire forest is important factor for biodiversity. In 

Japan, there are a lot kinds of disturbances like fire forest, typhoon, tsunami, or earthquake. After disturbances, 

it is difficult issue how people deal with it. To leave fallen trees after disturbances is maybe good for 

biodiversity but maybe not good for human life. Which biological legacy should be conserved or how 

biological legacy should be conserved is important issue. So, I want to research it in my future and I want to 

learn it from other countries like Alaska. 

 

Ⅴ. My best memory in Alaska 

My best memory in Alaska is that I could see Aurora in the night with my members. Before I went to 

Alaska, I heard that it is difficult to see Aurora in summer. But I could watch it so I was so happy. In the nature, 

there are many beautiful phenomena like Aurora but in general it is difficult to observe it. So, it was good 

opportunity for me to experience seeing real Aurora.  

 

Ⅵ. An advice for next participant in this program 

I recommend you to study about Alaska before you go to Alaska. In this program, basically your teachers 

speak English and you understand many things in English. If you know about something in Japanese, you can 

understand what teacher say in English. Improving your English skill is important but reading a book about 

Alaska in Japanese before studying abroad is more important to make this program more valuable for you.     

I think you should bring some Japanese convenience foods because you must prepare foods every day. If you 

want to have more free time, you should bring some foods from Japan. 

  

←In the park, you can see many 

revers in the summer. This river 

water is originally a glacier or 

rainfall. In the park, there are 

many rivers which are originated 

from glacier or rainfall but I cannot 

recognize it. In the bus tour, guide 

explains it when you see river from 

bus.  
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1. Introduction 

This program focuses on natural resources and ecology in Alaska. Through this program, I could experience 

many kinds of lectures and fieldworks about Alaska in English. 

My main purposes of this program are to learn about unique ecology in Alaska because I know rich nature is 

there. In addition, there are also several native peoples in Alaska. So, I’d like to compare with Ainu because I 

think they have some common points in their culture. 

 

2. Lectures 

2-1. Forest regeneration field sampling by Dr. Glenn Juday and Dr. Miho Morimoto 

We went to a boreal forest where happened wildfire before, and did sampling. We measured trees, and 

gathered data. We can get some information through this activity, for example, measurements of a tree (height, 

diameter, etc.), effects of the warming on permafrost soil and so on. 

 

2-2. Aurora & sustainability of global ecosystem by Dr. Akasofu 

Aurora is the phenomenon that we can see only in polar regions. It is happened by solar wind, and don’t 

related to weather phenomena. Moreover, it has electrical properties, and affects infrastructures like pipelines. 

He also talked about global warming. Some researchers said that the amount of CO₂ emission relates to global 

warming, and we have to decrease it for nature. However he said, the increase of CO₂ emission didn’t link to 

that of temperature on the earth. Moreover, other evidences showed global warming was the part of wave of 

change in temperature, he said. 

 

2-3. Pipeline by Dr. David W Valentine 

Pipeline was made in order to transport oil that is the main natural resource in Alaska. It is usually in 

underground, but in permafrost area, it appears on the ground not to melt permafrost. But there are some cold 

stresses on the ground, so it is tried to withstand stress. 

 

2-4. Gold mining by Dr. David W Valentine 

Gold mining is one of the most important industries in Fairbanks, Alaska. We watched an old gold dredge, 

and learned how to mine. Gold is in the gravel layer under permafrost. So, they remove permafrost to get gold. 

 

2-5. Aurora science, wildland fire by Dr. David Hill 

We went to the research center about aurora science. They research about rockets, satellites, space, and so on. 

Through their some tools, like satellites, they can get data for their research in real time. We could see several 

research tools there. 

 

2-6. Fishery Sciences by Dr. Keith Criddle 

Fishery is also one of the most important industries in Alaska. About 60% of US landing is gotten in Alaska. 

People can catch many kinds of fishies like salmon. Moreover, there are several fishing gears and methods to 

catch fish. People can choose them according to the type of fish. 
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2-7. Permafrost, permafrost tunnel by Dr. Vladimir Romanovsky, Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa 

The permafrost is defined as the material less than 0℃ during 2 years. In Alaska, there are discontinuous 

permafrost. It influences our live in some situations, for example, when people build their houses. 

We can see permafrost from inside of them. There are many layers, and some kinds of ice, like pond ice, ice 

wedge, and so on. Some kinds of ice have different background. For example, ice wedge was made in crack of 

ground for a long time. We can distinguish it from other types of ice, and it tells us the condition of there. 

 

2-8. Native regional corporations by Jamie Molner, Sara Obed 

We visited the Doyon Co. In Alaska, there are several native groups, and native regional corporations. They 

are doing various business like of natural resources. They act in order to protect their land and resources, and 

enhance their position, and so on. 

 

2-9. Denali National Park & Denali Chino Nature Center (DCNC) 

We could see some kinds of animals and plants such as brown bear, caribou, and so on in the park. Moreover, 

we stayed in DCNC. We could feel nature directly, and think how to live with nature. 

 

2-10. Timber use by Alan Menaker 

We visited Northland Wood where prepare and sell wood products. There are a little wood products plants in 

Alaska because forests scales of Alaska are smaller than other places. Moreover, that made in Canada is cheaper 

than that made in Alaska. 

 

2-11. Biomass energy by Dr. Art Nash 

Biomass energy has great potential as the main energy in local area. It is because biomass energy need just 

trees that people can get freely. Oil prices will increase, so people can save money and environment if they use 

biomass. 

 

2-12. Sustainability Science by Dr. David W Valentine 

Sustainability is important, but also difficult issue. It is the idea that we should use resources sustainably. 

However there are some difficulties of it, for example, what we sustain, social justice, timescale o it, and so on.  

Some people think we need sustainability, but some people don’t. We have to find the way to consent to the 

results. 

  

2-13. Changing boreal forest by Dr. David W Valentine, Dr. Miho Morimoto 

In UAF, there is the forest planted foreign trees to check the adaptability of them. Nowadays, some new kind 

of trees may come to Alaska, so through this research, people want to get information about how they spread in 

Alaska. 

 

2-14. Birch syrup by Dr. Jan Dawe 

We can get syrup from birch trees, and people are using them. They usually are used as syrup or caramel, but 

it takes long time to make it. Moreover, UAF has birch projects center, and children can be educated about birch. 
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2-15. Alaska livestock by Dr. Milan Shipka 

There are several livestock in Alaska, for example, reindeers, musk-ox, and so on. We can get great fur from 

musk-ox every year, and they produce it for a long time. On the other hands, they need to be taken care of to 

produce high quality products. 

 

2-16. Agriculture, Boreal garden, Peony by Dr. Mingchu Zhan 

UAF has the botanical garden, and people can enjoy it. Their mission is to find the species that can grow up 

in Alaska, and how to grow up them. In this garden, there are many flowers, vegetables, fruits, and so on. One 

of them is peony. 

 

2-17. Indigenous culture by Dr. Sean Asiqtuq Topkok 

There are many native groups in Alaska, and each of them have their cultures. Sometimes they are similar, 

sometimes they are not. We learned about it from pictures and demonstrations of dance. 

 

2-18. Presentation works 

We had a chance presenting what we learned in this program. Each student has unique points of view, and we 

listened to others. I made a presentation about how to think about sustainability. In order to solve this, I think we 

have to notice it. So, I suggested we needed “science communicator” who connects between scientists and people 

or society in my presentation. 

Dr. David said some people didn’t believe what scientists said completely in US. I think that is the common 

problem in Japan and US, and “science communicator” can solve it. 

 

2-19. Museum 

We visited the museum of UAF, and watched the exhibitions about Alaskan history, culture, animals at first 

floor, and the art works at second floor. It is not so large, but I could enjoy, especially how to show them. 

 

3. Conclusion and Impression 

Impression 

Through this program, I can learn about Alaska, and get knowledge in many fields. In addition, I also got new 

perspectives to think. By the way, I have experienced the lectures by English, and I found my week points in my 

English skill. I am thinking about how to improve it based on my week points. 

Life in the UAF 

We stayed in a dorm of the UAF, and sometimes we met other people in it. In our free time, we cooked dinners 

together, or held the meeting of lectures. We could use the Wi-Fi in the dorm and the campus, we communicated 

with others easily. Sometimes I walked around the campus. 

Comments for our junior 

In the program, we had many field works, and walked for a long time. So, I recommend you have suitable 

shoes for them. If possible, a climbing shoe is better.  Moreover, you should brush up your English skill 

before you visit Alaska. If you do so, you can understand the lectures easily, and ask teachers what you are 
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interested in. 

 

 

In the Permafrost Tunnel. Here is too cold to stay a long time. 

 

 

At the Denali National Park. We could see many mountains, but not see Mt. McKinley because of clouds. 
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2017/08/09 

Field Lecture 1: Forest Regeneration 

Field Lecture 2: Field Sampling 

First, we went to the boundary of 2 forest, burned and not burned in forest fire. We investigated one-year 

growth of white spruce. Grow stem length, Root-high diameter, chest-height diameter, tree inclination, and its 

reason. They were often nipped by squirrel. We had lunch on the hill with scenery.  

After lunch, extract wood stick from tree trunk. If the stick goes through the center, it’s very useful. With 

microscopes, it is used to investigate tree’s old situation, health, environment. We studied soil science. Soil 

formation relies on 5 factors; climate, material, organism, age, and topography. Top layer of soil has positive 

microorganisms’ activity and different colors with other layers.  

After that, we did permafrost experiment. Piercing the ground with metal stick, and its edge is cold. We 

could feel the existence of permafrost. We went to a grass area in forest. In grass area, trees don’t grow because 

moose eat young trees. We also saw forest area is affected by air contamination by the road and car. There was 

originally grass area.  

 

 

White Spruce 

 

2017/08/10 

Lecture 1: Aurora Science & Sustainability of Global Ecosystem 

この講義を担当していただいた赤祖父先生は、長野県のご出身で、山岳部に所属されていたと

いう。まず、ローマ神話のAuroraや探検家Nansenの版画など、オーロラの発見など文化的な説明

をしていただいた。気象現象は航空機が飛行する 10kmよりも下で起こるが、オーロラはおよそ高

度 100kmよりも上空で起こる。オーロラはネオンサインのような真空放電であり、大気のスペク

トルに関係がある。酸素原子が赤と緑を、窒素原子が青を発光する。赤いオーロラは高度が高

く、赤祖父先生も綺麗な赤いオーロラを見たことはほとんどないという。オーロラが発生するた

めには惑星が磁気をもつことも必要で、太陽系では木星・土星でオーロラを見ることができる。 

 

Field Lecture 3: Pipeline 

Trans Alaska pipeline was constructed to transport oil from north oil field to south port. Material of pipeline 
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is so strong that you cannot break it with a gun. 

Length of pipe is not constant because of temperature, and it stretches with temperature. So, it is not fixed and 

moves on the guideline. Some pipes are underground, and other pipes are elevated to avoid permafrost thawing 

with its heat. Heat-pipe technology is also used to control its heat. Old residents in pipeline construction area 

and government had conflict.  

 

Field Lecture 4: Gold Mining 

Reason why Fairbanks exist in gold. Fairbanks is a gold town. Gold mining is 3steps. To remove bedrock 

gold is in gravels. steam pipe sprays and wash gravels. Energy is supplied by wood. Aspen is burn fire pipe 

river water machine chain of bucket scoop remove and keep moving through valley eject 20th 1950 1960 as far 

as you can see Near the pipeline seeing spot, we saw statue of Felix Pedro who first found gold in Fairbanks. 

 

Field Lecture 5: Aurora Science, Wiled land Fire 

We went to rocket assemble and launch field. Rockets are suborbital, unmanned, used with solid fuel and 

launched to the north. It launches rockets 5timesa year. In winter, rocket is surrounded by box around the 

whole rocket to keep the motor warm to work. I was wrongly hearing payload pillow. We saw assemble room, 

launch field, and controlling room. Rockets are used for surveys of vegetation, fish, wildlife, and police. 

 

2017/08/11 

Lecture 2: Fishery 

Fishery is important industry for Alaska, and Alaska yields 60% weight of American fishery. Fishery 

resources management is divided to state government and federal government. State’s area is limited to coastal 

area. Alaska fishery is famous for crab, salmon, halibut, herring, sable fish, and so on. There are many kinds pf 

ships to; gillnet, seiner, trawler, tenders, long liner bottom trawler. 

Alaska natural fishery resources are declining. Overfishing, contamination, ocean environmental change, 

increased predator, are possible reasons. 

There are some restrictions to prevent over fishing. FCMA in 1976 is fisheries conservation and 

management act. MSA section 301 also prevent overfishing. Acceptable level is set under overfishing level, 

and annual level is set under acceptable level. 

 

Lecture 3: Permafrost 

We saw some pictures of collapses caused by Permafrost’s thaw; inclining house, 30-meter diameter and 

50-meter depth crater in Russia, and bumping ground. Permafrost definition is to be under 0℃more than 

2years.In japan. We can find permafrost in a few mountains. For example, Mt. Fuji. When we investigate 

temperature, take bottom side temperature to know long-term climate changed and avoid upper side affected 

by seasonal reasons. The Results indicates rising trends. If next 30 years have changes like previous 30 years, 

in 2050 permafrost will melt. 
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Field Lecture 6: Permafrost Tunnel 

米ソの冷戦時に、人工衛星から隠れるような軍事施設を建設する目的で、凍土の研究が進めら

れた。硬いこと、水を通さないことなどのメリットがあるが、昇華によって壁面が乾いた砂のよ

うになってしまうこと、少しずつ歪んでしまうこと、などのデメリットもあるという。地下 10m

程度のトンネルであったが、数万年前の凍土を見学することができた。トンネル内はおよそ-3度

であった。永久凍土の定義は 2年間 0度のmaterialである。必ずしも氷でないことに注意が必要で

ある。地球温暖化による影響を考える場合、その凍土に氷が多いか少ないか、が問題となるが、

ポリゴン状になった地面の溝で縦方向に発達してできるアイスウェッジがこのとき重要になる。

アイスウェッジの見分け方について、詳しい説明をいただいた。アイスウェッジが重なり合った

珍しい構造も見ることができた。バクテリア検出を目的とした凍土サンプリングの跡や、金探し

のために使用されたパイプなども見ることができた。 

 

Permafrost Tunnel 

 

Lecture 4: Native Regional Corporations 

We visited Doyon Limited, one of the Alaska native company. Its purpose is contribution to shareholders. 

She is also a shareholder, and gets about 700 $ from Doyon. Shareholder is mainly Alaska native people. (Its 

distribution is a little complex.) Its name Doyon came from interior Alaska religion name. Though some 

Native corporations were established, most of others didn’t well or merged each other.  

Doyon Limited has many works. For example, natural resources (oil gas), construction, IT and so on. They 

have lots of land, and search for resources, sometimes maintain the pipeline. 

 

2017/08/12 & 2017/08/13 

Excursion: Denali National Park 

Excursion: Denali Chino Nature Center 

As an excursion, we went to Denali, and stayed in DCNC. Denali In Denali national park, we enjoyed 8 

hours bus journey with wonderful view, and short time walking. From the window, I saw grizzlies, sheep, and 

caribous directly with my eyes. I also enjoyed seeing landscape of Denali. I could find some characteristic 

topography features probably affected by glacier, or river. I couldn’t see top of the Denali. I heard it’s difficult 

to see it. Bus route is almost 1000-meter altitude. So, there is grass land, not forest. I thought it’s just 

wilderness. I cannot express my impressions in words well, but Denali was my beat memory in Alaska. 
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DCNC is Denali Chino Nature Center. Mr. and Ms. Chino’s house and aiming to achieve energy self-

support, and many projects. We had nice dinner, took bath with seeing moose, and slept in a log house. We also 

tried wood chopping. Stay in DCNC was suggestive and became good experience for me. I talked this in last 

day presentation. 

 

2017/08/14 

Field Lecture 7: Timber Use 

We went to Northland Wood Products, the biggest wood company in Alaska.  

Alaska timbers are expensive because it’s not large scale. Most timbers are imported from Canada. Timber 

products in Alaska don’t exported to lower 48 (other parts of America) We saw some process of timber 

production. For example, automatic cutting, stamping, and drying. Wood chips are made from edge and used 

for animal’s bed. 

 

Lecture 5: Biomass Energy 

Biomass is biological materials, especially biological resources for energy. One feature is that they are 

locally available resources. One keyword in this lecture was BTU. BTU is thermal unit and in proportion to 

“Cal”, but I couldn’t understand reason and purpose to use BTU. In Alaska, aspen, birch, and barley are easy to 

get. Fuel cost is increasing, and there is a plan to use local woods misted of expensive oil. One idea is to cut 

trees surrounding forest fire area. Removing moisture from wood is important to raise efficiency. One biomass 

generator can output 30kw electricity, approximately for 10 homes. Output doesn’t depend on weather. 

However, there’re also some problems. First, weight energy density. 500t wood chips is equal to 102000gal 

diesel fuel. Generator’s bucket will be empty in8 hours. Biomass is not new technology, it was invented in 

Germany 1944 to breakthrough WW2, but it has margins to advance. Biomass energy generation is Zero-

Emission; Growing process of fuel consumes carbon dioxide. Biomass technology should be improved more, 

and it will be utilized more in the future. 

 

2017/08/15 

Lecture 6: Sustainability 

This is the most important lecture in this program. Dr. David defined natural “resources management is 

making and implementing decisions to develop, maintain or protect ecosystem to meet human needs and 

value.” 3 keys are to reduce vulnerability, enhance adaptive capacity, foster resilience. One good way is not 

focus on one species but focus on diversity. 

Ecological foot print means how large land do one person need to live. It contains food supply and social 

consumption, and energy supply. Japanese ecological footprint is less than American one. 

Ecosystem and Social system have strong relationship. External drivers such as disaster, driven such 

systems and they react with vulnerability, adaptability, resilience or transformability.  It’s difficult to 

distinguish them. They output some outcomes and outcomes affect next condition.  
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Field Lecture 8: Melting Permafrost 

Field Lecture 9: Changing Boreal Forest 

We saw experimental exotic forest. Some trees are coming to Alaska because of climate change. Once 

mountains disturbed it, but now doesn’t. If tree species change, there environment also changes. We also see 

big hole caused by permafrost thawing. 

 

Field Lecture 10: Birch Plantation 

Lecture 7: Birch Syrup 

Natural birch syrup is not concentrated, it is 1% concentration. So, about 50 times concentration is need. 

They taste very sweet, but very expensive. We ate it and measured sugar content.  

 

2017/08/16 

Lecture 8: Wild Life Management 

Alaska was purchased in 1867. 32% of land is national park or wildlife refuges. And 60% of Alaska is 

federal, 30% is state land. There’re some conflicts; federal vs state, native vs nonnative, eat moose vs see 

moose. “Whose moose? “is difficult question. 

In Alaska, hunting needs license. Its fee is inexpensive for residence, but not for nonresidents. (though hunter is 

few.) 

A farm neighbor of the university is designed to be more attractive place for migrant birds than airport to 

keep safety. 

 

Field Lecture 11: Alaska Livestock 

I touched fur of muskoxen, and felt of sheep. Muskoxen hairs have features with its location. For example, 

side hair is short, middle hair is white and thick, back hair is cheap. She taught us with miniature muskoxen 

model. Muskoxen are “Expensive Friends”. He annually costs $25 for licks, $100 for grain, $500 for hay, and 

$675 for veterinary. So, their fur and products are also incredible expensive. 

 

Field Lecture 12: Agriculture/Peony 

We went to the botanical garden. They search suitable species for Alaska, investigate its management, and 

grow some with regional volunteers because they were established as experimental garden. We saw many 

vegetables, and berries.  

Peony needs some good condition for example less weed, no-disease, and so on. It takes 2-4 years to grow. 

Peony has big root system.  

In some fields, wheat growing experiment is in progress. Originally wheat doesn’t grow in Alaska, but if it 

becomes possible to grow wheat in Alaska, it’s Alaska’s own benefit because Alaska depends its food on 

import. One idea to expect possibility is to calculate GDD, growing degree days. 
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Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture 

Alaska has many indigenous cultures. South east religion is humid, and has a culture of moiety. Husband 

and wife must come from different community. South west religion is windy and uses kayak. West religion 

people has two pierces on one’s face. Raven often had a role in indigenous myth. Our teacher brought some 

drums and boots. We could touch it. Boots are made from Cariboo. Now some indigenous people uses iPhone. 

 

2017/08/17 

Presentation 

In the last class, we did presentation individually. My presentation theme was “Energy system of DCNC and 

Sustainability”. First, I explained DCNC energy system; battery, some generators, devices and their 

relationships. Second, I talked about its sustainability and its contributions to Environment. Lastly, I talked 

what I learned through this program. Though I’m not majoring agriculture and environment, I could learn a lot. 

I thought Sustainability is philosophical or political problem rather than environmental or engineering one, and 

felt importance of studying various things with diverse interests through the program. 

 

Museum 

After presentation, we went to university museum. We can learn Traditional cultures there. In its shop, I 

bought some souvenirs. 

 

 Good/Bad Points 

Food was expensive and not various. We ate bagel and sandwich incredible times. 

We didn’t have much damage from mosquito. In Denali bus tour, it was sunny. I think it’s miracle. 

 

 Advise 

Reading previous reports, and grasp lecture’s theme roughly is good way to prepare. 

You should bring Japanese food enough. Be careful to prepare for over weighting. View from Alaska’s sky is 

wonderful. I want you to enjoy. I was not agricultural student, but I didn’t have any problem. Sustainability and 

Environment are important issue for all students. If you like it, you don’t need to be hesitated with your major. 

 

 Conclusion 

To say the true, I hesitated to apply to this program. I couldn’t decide, and final application day’s morning 

6AM, I started to make application form. After that I submitted. (furthermore, I had term end exam after that.) 

However, I’m not regretting it and I could enjoy a lot. Denali is good place. Stay in Alaska had many effects on 

me, for example, English, studying, and many aspect of life style. I am not planning to study abroad in long 

term, but it indicates me direction of study. Stay in far wilderness with interesting friends must be good 

memory and experience for you.  
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The most important thing I learned is “sustainability”. Through this program, I have various lectures such as 

fishery, forest, permafrost and so on. I got various views for environment. For sustainability, we have to think 

about “Tradeoff”. In other words, we have to consider both factors, for environment and for human 

development. That always accompany difficulty that’s because there are many conflicts between environment 

and human. So we have to discuss about sustainability, and then issue a warning to the society and take unified 

measures for sustainability.   

My major is medicine which has not so far closed connection with environment. I have not so much 

considered about sustainability before this program. But through this program. I have learned many things and 

came to ask myself about what can I do and how can I do for sustainability. From now on, I’ll keep studying 

about sustainability. 

We stayed in the dormitory of UAF. We could use room for twin, so I felt comfortable and not dirty. If I 

point out bad place, cooking in the kitchen was difficult because there were little cookware and seasoning. 

After a few days past, Dr. David and Miho-san gave us several cookware. It was so helpful. 

The most enjoyable thing was Denali National Park. I could come across caribou, dallsheep and grizzly. 

Especially I could get closed to a caribou and very excited. Denali is also famous for it’s beautiful views. I was 

moved with those solemnly views which were beyond comparison with Japan. 

This program was awesome more than expected. I’ll recommend this program heartily. If I give one advise 

to participants, they have better to study about sustainability in advance. All lectures was in English, I felt 

difficulty to catch the whole contents because of my poor knowledge about sustainability. I hope next 

participants will have a great time. 

This picture was taken in Denali National Park. The captured animal is a   caribou. I could get closed to 

him and I was excited. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fortunately, I could see aurora. At that time, the outside temperature was under 10℃, but I forgot about that 

cold because I was attracted to it’s beauty.  
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This is Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The pipeline runs longitudinally between   the north and south of Alaska. It 

conveys a plenty of oil.   
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